Government of Goa
Department of Information and Publicity
Panaji, Goa.

Panaji, July 09, 2019
Asadha ,18 1941

SPEED BREAKERS NOTIFIED

District Magistrate, North Goa has notified erection of Speed Breaker, in the jurisdiction of Sankhali Municipal Council, Bicholim.

Three Speed Breakers in ward no. 13 on all sides (T) junction road near shop of Vasudev Sawal. The First (hump type speed breaker to be constructed the road leading towards Amona Bridge at a distance admeasuring 20 meters away from the junction. The Second hump type speed breaker to be constructed on the road leading towards karekhajan-Virdi at a distance admeasuring 15 meters away from the (T) junction and the Third hump type speed breaker to be constructed on the road leading towards Sankhali at a distance of about 13 meters away from the ‘T’ junction.

One hump type speed breaker in ward no 13 to be constructed on the internal road at a distance admeasuring 05 meters away from the junction towards the road leading to Sawalwada.

Further one hump type speed breaker in ward no 13 to be constructed near the end of compound wall of Shri Nilesh Parab towards the road leading to Sankhali, and the second hump type speed breaker to be constructed at a distance admeasuring 05 meters away from the main gate Government Primary School towards the road leading to kare khalan.

Similarly One hump type speed breaker to be constructed between adjoining road of the above temples infront of existing Electric pole No. HT-051-77/14.

Speed breaker to be constructed on the main road infront of the shop of Avinash Chimulkar at a distance admeasuring 25 meters away from the “Y” junction towards the road leading to Sankhali.
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